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***

Reports  coming  out  of  Israel  claim  hospitals  are  being  filled  with  vaccinated  people,  95
percent  of  whom  are  suffering  serious  illness  being  fully  vaccinated.

“I understand that most of the patients are vaccinated, even ‘severe’ patients. Exactly.
Naturally occurring. Old people, most of them are vaccinated,” Israeli Dr. Kobi Haviv
told News Israel 13 Thursday.

"95% of the severe patients are vaccinated".
"85-90% of the hospitalizations are in Fully vaccinated people."
"We are opening more and more COVID wards."
"The effectiveness of the vaccine is waning/fading out"

(Dr.  Kobi  Haviv,  ear l ier  today  on  Chanel  13  @newsisrael13  )
pic.twitter.com/SpLZewiRpQ

— Ran Israeli (@RanIsraeli) August 5, 2021

“Most of the population is vaccinated, and 90%… 85%-90% of the hospitalizations here
are ‘Fully vaccinated’ people.”

Dr. Haviv claims the infections mean the vaccines’ “effectiveness” is fading, possibly setting
up a scenario where booster shots emerge as a necessary treatment.

The news out of Israel coincides with similar statistics coming out of Sydney, Australia,
where  government  health  officials  late  last  month  announced  nearly  all  new  Covid
hospitalizations  involve  vaccinated  people  –  except  one.

The same phenomenon is being observed across the globe as the vaccine propaganda
ratchets up in response to the dreaded Delta variant.
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In Singapore:

In England:

BREAKING: Figures from Public Health England say 55% of people hospitalised
with the delta variant were unvaccinated, while nearly 35% had received two
doses of a vaccine.

Latest on #COVID19: https://t.co/8bkhovj80e pic.twitter.com/Ehkj6izovr

— Sky News (@SkyNews) August 6, 2021

In Gibraltar:

By June 1, over 99% of Gibraltar's population was fully vaccinated.

Since that time, new COVID cases per day have increased more than 2500%.
pic.twitter.com/LLqGz6ofiW

— Michael P Senger (@MichaelPSenger) July 29, 2021

And in Iceland:

1/ Meanwhile, back to Iceland for a minute.

The country is a vaccinators' paradise. 90% of people 40-70 and 98% (!) of
those over 70 are fully vaccinated.

On June 26, it abolished all lockdown rules. "Thank you for this joint struggle,"
the Health Minister said.
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Alas. https://t.co/T76xcpzX20

— Alex Berenson (@AlexBerenson) July 27, 2021

In the US, there’s been over 4,100 so-called “breakthrough cases” in fully vaccinated people
as of last month – with the pro-vaccine narrative shifting to claim the illnesses aren’t as
severe as those of unvaccinated people.

As more and more vaccinated people become sick with the very illness they’re supposed to
be protected against, will the vaccine manufacturers ever be held responsible for spreading
disease?
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